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Coral Reefs need more protection
OUR OPINION: SUPPORT MOVE TO LIST TWO SPECIES AS ENDANGERED

The National Marine Fisheries Service wants to list two
types of coral — elkhorn and staghorn — as endangered
species. This push comes none too soon, because the
elkhorn and staghorn are under assault by both
humankind and nature. The two corals are well known
to snorkelers and scuba divers in the Florida Keys. What
isn’t so well known is that these species’ plight is
mirrored worldwide as all coral reefs everywhere are under
stress but nowhere more so than in the Keys. A recent
article in Science magazine noted that the Bahamas
and even Cuba have taken more steps to protect their
reefs than has the United States.

Pollution from development, overfishing, diseases such
as bleaching, rising sea levels from global warming and
hurricane-force winds have all contributed to global
declines in corals. But the effects are more marked in
the Keys than in other regions. ‘’Florida’s reefs are well
over halfway toward ecological extinction . . .’’ wrote the
authors in the Science article. ``Revenues from reef
tourism are $1.6 billion, but the economic future of the
Keys is gloomy owing to accelerating ecological
degradation.’’

A new study of Keys elkhorn coral by the Rosenstiel
School of Marine & Atmospheric Sciences found that
the larvae the Keys elkhorn produce to establish new
growth don’t travel far enough to recolonize reefs that
have died off. The Keys elkhorn is becoming isolated
from healthy colonies of its kind in the Bahamas, for
example.

Florida’s reefs are wonderful places. Their great natural
beauty masks their utilitarian purposes — they serve
as nurseries for marine life — including the kinds we
love to eat — and as natural buffers during hurricanes.
The creation of the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary in 1997 began a slow process of giving reefs
more protection. But only 6 percent of the sanctuary is
set aside as a no-take zone to replenish the fishery.
Projects to reduce land-side pollution — such as the
conversion of 16,000 cesspools in the Keys — move at
a turtle’s pace.

Designating the elkhorn and staghorn as endangered
would trigger more actions to protect them and,
coincidentally, other Keys corals. These unique
resources are priceless. Help save them by supporting
the endangered listing campaign.


